
SCENE 4 
(Doctor’s office – Argyle is in a semi-hypnotic state. 
The Doctor is at his desk) 

                        ARGYLE   

I don’t know where Im going in my life.. but I don’t want 
to stay HERE.  

DOCTOR                                        
You mentioned your father had left when you were young?  

ARGYLE  

Yes, my life changed forever.  

                        DOCTOR  

And how did that make you feel?  

                        ARGYLE                           
Terrible! One day he was there and the next.. he was 
gone.. like a complete stranger.  

                        DOCTOR 

Do you feel anger towards him?  

                        ARGYLE                               
Yes, I do, I do.. for leaving me.. at that bakery - dont 
half blame him though.  

                        DOCTOR                               
Do you ever see him now?                         

                        ARGYLE   

Never. My father, he got away from that hole and never 
returned. Im gonna get away too. 

DOCTOR                                        
Was your father overly disciplinary with you? Was he 
distant?  

ARGYLE  

No, I don’t think growing up was really any different - 
until he left.. That’s when it all began.. I loved my 
father - he was my hero. I just don’t understand why he.. 
You know he used to make his own planes and fly them. He 
was a crop duster, did more than break bread!  

                                                                                                             

                        DOCTOR                                      
Humans don’t always make sense.  



ARGYLE  

I wanted to go with him so bad.. I still do! 

DOCTOR  

So you want to escape WITH your father?  

ARGYLE  

Yes, I reckon I could ALSO do so much better than being 
stuck in a bakery for the rest of my life! I could a 
great conqueror, like Napoleon!                         

DOCTOR                             
Hmm… have you heard of the Greek Myth of Icarus?                
(The doctor goes over to his bookshelf, looking for a 
book)   

                         ARGYLE                                             
Im not sure - maybe from school. 

                         DOCTOR                                 
(An angel’s hand reaches through door with a book about 
the ‘Greek Myth of Icarus’).  Thankyou.                            
Yes.. about the boy who flys too close to the sun and 
falls. There is a psychological phenomena that refers to 
this, known as the ‘Icarus Complex’.. Let me see, I may 
need a bit MORE of a hand. Ill check if there’s anything 
else on the matter in my diagnostic manual out in the 
hall.. Just try to relax now, go into your thoughts and 
relax.. relax..          (Strange music begins) 

(As the Doctor leaves a black hand shows on one side of 
backdrop and then the other side, giving the illusion of 
the same person moving at lightning speed, then a similar 
sequence with a leg. Then the male Icarus angel (Mardie) 
comes out with strong straight angular movements).  

ARGYLE  

(Argyle sits up in his chair and watches with curiosity) 

(After a bit).. Father?  

Icarus angel(Emmy-Claire) soon appears with glowing 
crystal ball, Argyle watches in astonishment. The two 
angels begin a mirror/syncronised dance with the glowing 
crystal ball - enticing Argyle. Argyle is lured up and 
dances up to the Icarus angels, trying to get to the 
ball.   

                         



 

                       VOICE  (Icarus Verse & Music)                            

Icarus’s father was a skilled craftsman,                    
In need of escape from his island prison,                               
He fashioned wings for he AND his son to fly to freedom,                                                          
He gave his son warning, ‘Don’t fly too low OR high’               
But Icarus did not listen..   He fell from the sky.                 
(The son so badly wanted to impress his father).                                                     

                       DOCTOR 

(The DSM reads: A pattern of mental conflicts, the 
strength of which shows the imbalance between a person’s 
desire for achievement and the ability to achieve those 
goals. The greater the gap between the idealized goal and 
reality, the greater the likelihood of failure.) 

The metaphor reads:                                      
Seeking approval..                                       
Trying beyond ones capability,                                 
Over reaching and.. 

(Argyle is trying to grab golden orb (the sun). Male 
dancer thrusts female dancer up high, the orb out of 
Argyle’s reach. Argyle is trying to reach it.                               

Is everything alright in there? (The dancers and music 
quickly fade and Argyle, slightly shaking wanders back to 
his chair still in a hypnotic state)                                                  
(After a moment the Doctor comes through the door)  

ARGYLE  

Father!.. Father!..  

DOCTOR                                     
(Luke) Argyle .. I am not your father! Just relax and 
gently.. open your eyes.. awake!  

ARGYLE 

..Doc.. I saw angels and.. the sun.. and!..  

DOCTOR                                
I believe you!.. And by the sound of things, I think your 
issues may run even DEEPER than your parents.  

ARGYLE  

You do?  



                        DOCTOR                             
Do you ever feel like sometimes that there is a.. 
STRANGER.. in your OWN mind?  

                        ARGYLE                                    
Y,yes, sometimes I feel.. NOT myself.. I hear voices.. 
It’s a scary thought.. 

                        DOCTOR                                     
(Ominous) Hmm.. Me too..                                                 
(There’s a loud frightening knock/bang on the door. Illya 
calls through door).                         

ILLYA                                                               
Ah hello.. Doctor Davids!.. Argyle you zere? 

DOCTOR                                        
COULD you PLEASE wait outside! Im still under 
investigation, I mean consultation. (To Argyle) I would 
like to see you again.. We can talk about this MORE next 
time.     

ARGYLE                                      
Oh, ok Doc.. How should I pay you? 

DOCTOR                               
Never mind that for now. I WILL send you the bill/  

ILLYA 

Doc, are you finished yet? I really should..  

DOCTOR                                                        

Alright! We’re done now!  

ILLYA  (Illya barges in)                                                                     
Sorry to interrupt Doc, er hello Argyle, I just came to 
ah see how you were getting along and ah.. oh your mother 
wants you back at the bakery.  

                         ARGYLE                                        
(To Illya) She sent you here to get me, didn’t she? 
What’s my mother been saying?   

                         ARGYLE                        
Nosing.. vell she MIGHT vont to say, a few words Im sure. 

                         DOCTOR 

I think this is all we need for today. Maybe you better 
run along now and TRY to sort things out with your 
mother.. 

                         ARGYLE 



 Don’t you worry, Ive gotta a words I want to say to her! 

  (Argyle leaves abruptly)     

                        SCENE ENDS 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  


